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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general 
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and 
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain 
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor 
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be 
downloaded from OCR. 
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Paper J411/15 series overview 
This was the first year of the new 9-1 specification and centres should be congratulated for their work in 
supporting candidates. It was clear from the majority of answers that candidates had been well-prepared 
and were able to deploy their knowledge accurately especially on the essay style questions. 

Most successfully answered questions Least successfully answered questions 

• Question 1 
• Question 2 
• Question 6a and 6b 
• Question 7 
• Questions 8 and 9 

 

• Question 3 
• Questions 4 and 5 

 

 

The most effective approach to improving candidate performance is to consider the types of questions 
historians ask about important events and to encourage students how to plan and write focused 
arguments which address the question and support the arguments being made as clearly as possible. 
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Section A overview 
The standard of responses was pleasing for the first year of this new specification. There are some 
general points that will help candidates do well: firstly, they do need to have a strong understanding of 
the chronology. Secondly, they must have a grasp of the key themes running through the study: crime, 
law enforcement and punishment. Question 2 is a good example of where some candidates wrote about 
changes in methods of policing which did not really address the issue of crime. It is, as always, much to 
every candidate’s advantage to answer the question that has been set.  

Question 1(a) 

This was well-answered with responses such as becoming an outlaw/ seeking sanctuary/becoming 
pregnant. 

Question 1(b) 

Often answers were too general/guessed – ‘crime went up’ rather than giving a specific example. 
Answers rewarded included highway robbery/smuggling/witchcraft. 

Question 1(c) 

It is important that candidates answer the question which was on punishments, not types of crime. Those 
that did so got the mark for responses such as changes in capital punishments/reduction in hangings/ 
reduction in transportation. 

Advice for Question 1 

Question 1 is set as a ‘gateway’ question in to this paper and the vast majority of candidates scored at 
least 2 marks and many 3 marks. There is no need to write a full sentence in a response: simply 
saying ‘becoming an outlaw’ (1a) or ‘less executions’ (1c) is enough to score the mark. 
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Question 2 

 

Marks were awarded for clear (and valid) points about changes that helped/hindered people’s lifestyles. 
To achieve Levels 2 and 3, candidates needed to give a summary based on a second order concept 
such as continuity/change/diversity/significance most commonly with two valid supporting example 
(Level 2) or three valid examples (Level 3). 

The candidates who scored most highly at Level 2 and Level 3 were able to remain tightly focussed on 
the issue of ‘crime’ as identified in the question. Well prepared candidates were able to organise their 
responses around a second order concept, most frequently change and causation/consequence. They 
used detail linked to things such as food, technology, inactivity, smoking and air quality to support their 
answers. 

Exemplar 1 demonstrates this. A clear point about the impact of technology is made, for example cars 
and computers leads to new crimes like cyber and cars – two points with two examples so already Level 
2. The response then reaches Level 3 when it discusses a change in the amount of crime that is 
reported which is explained by better police organisation. Therefore the overall mark is Level 3, 9 marks. 

Exemplar 1 
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Question 3 

 

This is an explanation question. It is important that candidates are guided to ensure that each part of the 
explanation in their answers is linked to give a clear. Coherent and sustained response to the question – 
it needs more than just a list of points. One way to help candidates is to set out each part of the 
explanation in separate paragraphs. There is, on this question, no need for a conclusion. What is needed 
is a clear structure and precise knowledge. 

Many candidates were able to fully explain one or more reasons why there was change or continuity in 
the period 1250-1500, and these were awarded at Level 2 and upwards. Most commonly, these were: 
the development of the hue and cry and the introduction of watchmen. They could also explain change, 
for example that local constables were introduced at the beginning of the period and tithings, the 
frankpledge and the hue and cry were gradually replaced by the constable and the emerging and 
increasingly important JPs. Many candidates explained that Manorial courts were gradually replaced by 
royal courts. They supported these reasons with evidence and explanation of how the enforcement of 
crime changed in this period. 

Exemplar 2 is an example of a mid-Level 3 response as some of the explanation is not fully developed. 

Exemplar 2 
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Question 4* 

On the whole this question was well answered. Candidates had a secure grip of the nature of crime in 
this period and were able to link the rise in crime to population growth and poor harvest. Stronger 
candidates went on to look at the changing extent of crime and developed an argument that as the 
population growth halted, prices normalised and crime rates reduced. Many candidates were able to 
suggest other problems influencing crime rates such as religion (most commonly) and often made a 
specific link to the fall in the amount of witchcraft trials taking place as people developed more scientific 
understanding.  

The most common error on this question was writing about the wrong period – most often the Industrial 
Revolution. It is important that candidates do have a secure understanding of each period which will 
make their answers valid and supported. 

Question 5* 

There was some good knowledge about prison reforms and on transportation to Australia. Many 
candidates were able to consider other periods effectively usually with reference to the bloody code or 
the changes of the 20th and 21st centuries. It is important that candidates focus on the question: marks 
were lost by students who confused punishments with policing and talked about the development of the 
police. The following is an example of a Level 5 response. 
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Exemplar 3 
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So far reformation of prisons developed with changes (developed point) is awarded Level 2. The 
candidate then talks about the failure of moral tasks so moves to Level 3. Their third example is from 
1750-1900 around hanging so is now credited at Level 4. At this point remains in Level 4 because have 
not compared to the other period, but then the response goes on to say: 

 

 

The comparison with 20th century with the example of the death penalty moves the answer to Level 5. A 
conclusion would have offered the candidate the opportunity to attain Level 6 if it had justified their 
answer. 

Advice for Questions 4 and 5 

Centres should practise these longer-style essay questions with their candidates ensuring that each 
point is supported with at least one example with a clear reason for their judgement. 

For these longer-style questions, examiners are looking for a judgement on the given issue that directly 
addresses the question in a clear, sustained and that is well-supported. It is definitely a feature of 
stronger candidates that there is a clear ‘direction of travel’ from the beginning – that they know their 
judgement before they start to write. Centres should encourage candidates to start with a clear 
statement of the overall judgement and then this should be continued with well substantiated 
paragraphs. 

For the top levels of marks, reasons for both agreeing and disagreeing are covered however there is not 
the expectation that both sides need to be covered equally. Three supported points on one side, against 
one of the other side is as creditable as two supported points on each side. The final paragraph should 
clearly drive home the strongest reason for the judgement.    
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Section B overview 
Overall candidates appear to have really enjoyed their study of Elizabethan England. Answers to 
Question 9 in particular were amongst the very best we saw this year.  

Question 6(a) 

 

This question is again meant as a gateway in to the topic and should be seen in the same light as 
Question 1. 

Candidates are being asked In Interpretation A the historian argues that most people in Elizabethan 
England did not share the views of the Puritans about dancing. Identify and explain one way in which he 
does this. Please note that it is only necessary to identify and explain one way as stated in the question. 
Marks were awarded as follows: 

• 1 mark is for correct identification of a feature in the interpretation that relates to the question.  

• For the second 2 marks, the candidate must either: pick out a specific feature in the image and 
develop the explanation by making two points about it; 

• OR give two examples relating to a more general feature. 

Exemplar 4 below is an example of a 3 mark response. 

Exemplar 4 
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Question 6(b) 

 

Candidates responded well and with enthusiasm to this new kind of question and seemed to have been 
well prepared for it. .Where candidates failed to advance beyond Level 1 it was typically because they 
did not frame an enquiry around a historical concept, but merely wanted to find out more about the 
people or objects within the image – they were seeing it as a real scene. Further, some candidates 
explained what the answer to the question would be but this is not rewardable.  

Higher level responses were able to think historically, framing wider enquiry questions around causation, 
diversity, change or impact. The most common one was centred on the question whether dance was an 
important aspect of popular culture in Elizabethan England. Where candidates were able to indicate how 
it would help further historians’ understanding, they moved into Level 2. 

At the top level, candidates were able to use Interpretation A as part of their enquiry, most typically 
comparing the idea of diversity between the different social classes mentioned in the interpretation. 

Question 7 

 

In short, B is a very positive portrayal of Raleigh as a hero or glorifies his contribution (expensive statue 
dedicated to him; MP calls him ‘local hero’ and says he is ‘delighted’; unveiling given royal ceremony) 
whereas C portrays the adventurers in a very negative light as ‘pirates’ and pillagers; it emphasises the 
violence involved in their activities and is sarcastic about the achievements, eg tobacco. Stronger 
candidates achieved Level 4 by explaining the difference in terms of the purpose of one or both 
interpretations.  

In the case of B, the article was trying to celebrate the achievements of Raleigh and C’s purpose is to 
persuade readers that British people are too ‘rosy-eyed’ and nostalgic about famous figures from history 
and aims reveal their 'other side' e.g. pillaging and violence. C is also using the adventurers to criticise 
the Prime Minister. 

Candidates need to ensure that they are interpretation-specific when discussing purpose, audience, 
context, etc. in these questions. If their comment can apply to any similar source then the likelihood is it 
won’t be rewarded at a high level. For example, comments such as ‘the BBC website is likely to be 
truthful’ or ‘the newspaper may not have fully researched their story’ are rewardable only at Level 1. 

Exemplar 5 reaches Level 4 where there is a valid purpose of Interpretation B; it talks about the intended 
impact with Raleigh being a local hero ‘trying to make Devon look better’: 
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Exemplar 5 

 

Question 8* 

 

Question 8 was the less popular of the two questions and on the whole was not answered as well as 
Question 9. The focus was on ‘harmony’ between Elizabeth and her Parliament but too many candidates 
talked either in general terms about ‘harmony’ without giving any valid examples or, in the case of some, 
confused Privy Council with Parliament. 

Where strong answers were seen, they tended to agree because of the strict limits on what Parliament 
could discuss so debate on her marriage and the succession was limited; that Elizabeth used Parliament 
less than other Tudor monarchs so again opportunity for discord was limited; and finally Elizabeth’s 
usual solution to disagreement was to compromise, eg over monopolies.  

They were then able to disagree with Churchill by saying that r disagreeing include reasons such as the 
succession stirred up by Walsingham and Cecil (and what to do about Mary Queen of Scots), that there 
was opposition from Puritans like Stubbes who criticised the Queen despite brutal punishment and finally 
that there was opposition from MPs over monopolies and the thorny issue of Elizabeth's marriage. It was 
a case that those candidates who knew this topic well definitely scored highly.  
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Question 9* 

 

This was, undoubtedly, the most consistently well-answered essay question across the specification. It 
produced a full range of answers - from total agreement to total disagreement - and had a very high 
number of clinching arguments where the candidate re-wrote the interpretation to their own. Exemplar 6 
below shows such a clinching argument. 

Examiners credited all relevant contextual knowledge, even if from outside of the dates of the 
specification and were highly impressed at some of the knowledge of candidates. Centres are to be 
praised for the way they have clearly engaged with and taught this topic. 

In terms of answers, reasons for agreeing most commonly included that Act of Uniformity fined Catholics 
for non-attendance at Protestant services; tighter control brought in after 1581, e.g. Act of Persuasions 
and the Act Against Priests. Candidates often gave very specific examples, such as torture and 
punishment of Campion and Clitherow and the use of spies by Walsingham was regularly discussed. 
Mary Queen of Scots was also a common explanation, in particular her execution following the 
Babington plot. 

This was contrasted with many reasons to disagree, such as the relative leniency at the start of 
Elizabeth’s reign as shown by the Act of Uniformity which only fined Catholics if they refused to attend 
Protestant services. Another common point was that Elizabeth refused to sign Mary Queen of Scots’ 
death warrant for several weeks so was not necessarily ‘determined’ to end Catholic threat at all costs. 

Exemplar 6 
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Advice for Questions 8 and 9 

These questions should be seen alongside the advice given for Questions 4 and 5. Examiners are 
looking for a judgement on the given issue that directly addresses the question in a clear, sustained 
and that is well-supported. It is definitely a feature of stronger candidates that there is a clear ‘direction 
of travel’ from the beginning – that they know their judgement before they start to write. Centres should 
encourage candidates to start with a clear statement of the overall judgement and then this should be 
continued with well substantiated paragraphs. 

For the top levels of marks, reasons for both agreeing and disagreeing are covered however there is 
not the expectation that both sides need to be covered equally. Three supported points on one side, 
against one of the other side is as creditable as two supported points on each side. The final 
paragraph should clearly drive home the strongest reason for the judgement.  

The very best answers will really tackle the interpretation and almost look to provide their own 
interpretation if that is where the argument has taken them. They are therefore able to end their 
answers with a conclusion that either agrees or disagrees with the interpretation or to rephrase the 
interpretation to what they can justify is a better one. All three approaches are equally valid. 

Centres should practise these longer-style essay questions with their candidates using the guidance 
above to help candidates achieve the higher levels. 
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